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       In the modern economy, small businesses go beyond narrow production or economic efficiency 

and gain considerable social, economic and political load. That's why the specificity and development 

of its functioning constitutes the subject of constant care of many countries and international 

organizations. The study of this issue has a scientific, cognitive and practical significance in the modern 

stage. One of the most important ways to solve the acute economic and social problems in Georgia 

today is the development of small business. 

      Small businesses belong to entrepreneurial activities, which are carried out in terms of quantitative 

and qualitative criteria (indicators) defined by the legislation of the particular country. Quantitative 

criteria include, for example, annual turnover, employees, assets. Their purpose is to determine the 

scale of business. Qualitative criteria include: ownership and management cohesion, capabilities of 

capital, economic and legal independence. According to World Bank Group Studies, the total number 

of indicators that small businesses in different countries are more than 50 (IFC, 2012). Therefore, the 

definition and classification of small business is different from countries. As a rule, the most common 

indicators are the number of employees and the annual turnover. For example, quantitative indicators 

of small business in the US are determined by industry (up to 500 in industry and about 100 employed 

in wholesale trade), and the Small Business Administration (SBA) periodically reviews and approves 

(US Small Business Administration). With a Eurostat methodology, up to 50 employees are employed 

in small businesses, and turnover is 10 million. Eurostat does not exceed (Eurostat). 

          Quantitative indicators of small businesses in Georgia are defined by two aspects - based on 

statistical and tax purposes, and in 2017 a new methodology has been adopted by the National Statistics 

Office of Georgia (see Table). 
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       The Tax Code of Georgia defines different criteria for small business and explains the concept of 

micro business. Microbiology status is given to an entrepreneurial person who does not employ 

merciless work independently performing economic activity and its total gross income does not exceed 

30 thousand GEL during the calendar year. Microbusiness is exempt from income tax. In 2018, the 

small business status is entrusted to entrepreneurs whose income is up to 500,000 lari, instead of the 

existing 100,000 lari, in accordance with the changes in the Tax Code. Small business taxable income 

will be taxed at a minimum of 5% instead of 1% of the gross income. In addition, according to the Tax 

Code of Georgia, the enterprise whose turnover does not exceed 100 thousand GEL during the calendar 

year is exempt from VAT. Delivery of primary products of agriculture (Tax Code of Georgia, 2011) is 

exempt from VAT. As individual experts point out, a new tax initiative that has been launched since 

July has been intended for encouraging small business in Georgia. The new preferential tax regime 

concerns up to 120,000 entrepreneurial individuals (almost 100 percent of entrepreneurial individuals) 

(https://matsne.gov.ge/ka/document/view/4072647). 

        Small business has a significant impact on economic development of the country. Among the 

most important is: 

� Creating development capabilities and political stability through economic freedom, independence 

of entrepreneurship and decentralization of power; 

� Ensure competitive environment on the market - Small business development is the best tool to 

ensure that monopolies do not occur and concentrate power in the hands of several subjects; 

� Reduced unemployment - Small business has a stabilizing effect on the labor market and creates 

more jobs than the crisis, rather than large; 

�Introduction of Innovations - Small Business plays a crucial role in innovative processes. The number 

of innovations and innovations in small and medium business is 4 times higher than the one employee 

in the larger corporations. In addition, small enterprises give valuable experience to young people who 



are educated after their education. Smaller enterprises are in the innovative process, on the one hand, 

for large companies as experimenters, on the other hand as pioneers of new products. In most cases, 

innovative ideas start with small scale business. 

         In comparison to other forms of business, small business is characterized by significant 

advantages, such as proximity to the market; Quick adaptability with changing conditions; Relatively 

small expenditures; A relatively small amount of starting capital; Simplicity of the case and tax 

privileges; Loyal attitude of employees; Decision-making, execution, and flexibility; Great 

opportunities for realization of entrepreneurial ideas; High turnover of their own capital, etc. Despite 

the advantages, small business is characterized by deficiencies, such as high risk of bankruptcy risk; 

Changing market positions; Attitude to large companies; Disadvantages in management High reliance 

on environmental change; The difficulty of attracting financial resources and more. 

     In order to facilitate the development of small business, the Government of Georgia has developed 

an appropriate strategy for 2016-2020 and actively participates in the Eastern Partnership Small and 

Medium Business Panel (OECD) with the European Education Fund (EFD), the European Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) D other international organizations. 

     In assessing the implementation of the European Small Business Act in Eastern Partnership 

countries, based on the results achieved in successful reforms, Georgia has adopted more proactive 

policies in 2012 and has made significant progress in achieving small and medium business 

development initiatives through implementation of targeted initiatives ( OECD, European Union, 

2016). Points of Georgia reflect the continuous improvement of the institutional and operational 

environment of small and medium businesses. Georgia is still the best in these areas. Significant 

progress has been made on business infrastructure, availability of financing, and abolishment of 

technical barriers to trade (OECD, European Union, 2016). Essential achievements are named in the 

Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia since 2014, the Agency for 

Entrepreneurship Development and the Georgian Innovations and Technologies Agency. Georgia's 

implementation of the program of the Government of Georgia is one of the main directions of which is 

to support micro and small enterprises with financial and technical assistance. Significant opportunities 

for signing Association Agreement with the European Union. 

      From 2017, the transition to new (increased) quantitative indicators of small and medium business 

clearly demonstrated that small and medium business occupies the most important place in the economy 

of Georgia and exceeds the number of economic indicators of large businesses (see the Diagram) 

(National Statistics Office of Georgia). 



 

 

       Despite the significant success achieved in Georgia in terms of small business development, this 

form of business still faces difficulties in a number of areas that negatively impact on the realization of 

its socio-economic potential. Strengthening small business support institutions need to be strengthened. 

Availability of funds remains a challenge. High interest rates and collateral size, which is relatively 

underdeveloped non-bank financing system, complicates investments and working capital financing. 

In addition, small business owners often do not have access to capital growth instruments and sources 

of alternative funding (including private and venture capital funds). The essential obstacle is the lack 

of entrepreneurial skills, which is somewhat due to the Soviet heritage. It is low level of business 

planning and development, marketing, strategic, operational management and other skills and 

knowledge that is essential for successful activities. Significant difficulties are the implementation of 

the principles of green economy, the involvement of women, the introduction of innovations and the 
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use of small business internationalization capabilities. Studies show that compared with regional 

partners, the Georgian small and medium business sector is among the fewest innovations and exports. 
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